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Numerical modeling of spiral spectrometer
We performed numerical simulation of the interleaved
Archimedean spirals. The local radius of curvature, , is
−
defined as a function of the azimuthal angle as ( ) =
⁄ , where
denotes the radius of the spiral, is the
center-to-center arm spacing (the sum of the waveguide width
and the coupling gap), and increases from 0 to . The
number of spiral arms is determined by . The center position
of the multimode waveguides are then defined in Cartesian
coordinates as = ± ( )cos( ), = ∓ ( )sin( ), where
the sign gives the two interleaved spirals. The two spirals are
connected at the center by a S-bend that consists of two arcs of
a circle [35, 39].
We modeled the wave propagation in the spiral waveguide
using the approach in [36, 37]. First we ignored the mixing of
waveguide modes with different order, which allowed us to
simulate individual modes separately by solving the following
two coupled equations:

dU n (θ )
= iβ R (θ ) U n (θ ) + κ n +1,nU n +1 (θ ) + κ n −1,nU n −1 (θ )
dθ
dVn (θ )
= −iβ R (θ ) Vn (θ ) − κ n +1,nVn +1 (θ ) − κ n −1,nVn −1 (θ )
dθ

where Un and Vn denote the forward (with respect to the input
direction) and backward propagating waves in one waveguide
mode in the nth arm of the spiral. n ranges from 1 (the
outermost arm) to N (the innermost arm), with N given by θ0. β
is the propagation constant for this waveguide mode. κn+1,n is
the complex coefficient for evanescent coupling into the nth
arm from the (n+1)th arm. Both propagation constant and
coupling coefficient are wavelength dependent. We consider
only the coupling between the modes that have the same order
and the same propagating direction in neighboring
waveguides, as the coupling between modes with different
order or opposite direction is negligible. For energy
conservation and symmetry reasons , κn+1,n = -(κn,n+1)* = iκn ,
where κn is a real number. Since the fields must be continuous
at the junctures between adjacent arms, the continuity
relations are Uj+1(0) = Uj(2π) exp[iβ Sn], Vj+1(0) = Vj(2π) exp[iβ Sn], where Sn is the length of the nth arm of the spiral.
The above equations were solved numerically by dividing
the waveguide into many small segments. Within each
segment, the waveguide may be approximated as a straight
waveguide, because the local radius of curvature R(θ) is much
larger than the length of the segment. The evanescent coupling
length Lc for two straight waveguides is obtained from the
finite-difference frequency-domain calculation (COMSOL), and
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κn = Rn/Lc, wheree Rn is the radiius of the nth arm
a of the spirral.
Th
he higher-orderr modes of the waveguide exp
perience strongger
evvanescent coup
pling, thus havin
ng shorter Lc and larger κn.
In the spiral structure, th
he curving of the waveguid
de
ntroduces modee mixing. Also the sidewall roughness
r
of th
he
in
fab
bricated waveg
guide causes raandom mixing of
o the modes. We
W
sim
mulated modee mixing by in
ntroducing a random unitaary
m
matrix in betw
ween any two successive segments of th
he
w
waveguide. The rate of mode mixing
m
scales in
nversely with th
he
local radius of cu
urvature. All th
he modes are completely mixeed
fter propagating
g through one arm of the spiral. In the centter
aft
“SS-bend”, the modes are rand
domly mixed, as
a modeled by
ya
raandom unitary matrix
m
.
In all four casses shown in Fig.
F 1(b,c) of th
he main text, th
he
uter radius of th
he spiral is fixeed to R0 = 106 m, and the tottal
ou
len
ngth of the waveguide
w
is L = 4.8 mm. The evanesceent
co
oupling length Lc varies from 0.55 mm for the
t lowest-ord
der
m
mode to 6 μm for
f the highest--order mode of the waveguid
de.
Sin
nce the coupliing lengths aree shorter than
n the waveguid
de
len
ngth, all the modes
m
experien
nce evanescentt coupling whiile
prropagating thrrough the sp
piral structure. However, th
he
co
oupling is weak
ker for the loweer-order modess; fortunately, th
he
m
mode mixing caan indirectly enhance
e
the coupling
c
rate by
b
co
onverting them
m to the higheer-order modess (with strongger
evvanescent coup
pling) and then
n back. Thereffore, the synerggy
beetween mode mixing and ev
vanescent coupling leads to a
siggnificant enhan
ncement of the spectral
s
resoluttion.
W
We also investigaated the scaling
g of the spectraal resolution wiith
th
he outer radius R0 of the spiral. Figure S1(a) plots
p
the spectrral
co
orrelation width
h δλ as a functtion of R0 wheen the number of
sp
piral arms is fixed
f
to N = 8. Without mode mixing an
nd
evvanescent coup
pling, δλ scalees as 1⁄ . This
T
behavior is
exxpected, as the spiral length L grows linearly
y with . In th
he
prresence of mod
de mixing and evanescent
e
cou
upling, the scalin
ng
ch
hanges to 1⁄ , indicating thee temporal spreead of light grow
ws
ass or .
Th
he evanescent coupling introduced to the in
nterleaved spirral
strructure also caauses a reduction in the total transmission, as
paart of the light propagates
p
backward to the in
nput port. To see
ho
ow much the reeduction is, we plot the total transmission
t
T in
Fig. S1(b). When
n the coupling gap
g width is fixeed, all waveguid
de
m
modes experiencce more evaneescent couplingg as Ro increasees.
Co
onsequently, T first
f drops and then levels off, eventually abo
out
haalf of the light iss transmitted. To
T increase the transmission,
t
th
he
in
nput port could
d be covered by
b a highly refflecting photon
nic
crrystal wall (hav
ving a full phottonic bandgap in-plane) with
ha
sm
mall opening (aa defect wavegu
uide for input light).
l
Thus mo
ost
off the light pro
opagating back
k to the inputt port could be
b
reeflected to the spiral waveguiide. This will enhance
e
not on
nly
th
he transmission
n, but also th
he spectral reesolution as th
he
teemporal spread
d of the transmittted light will fu
urther increase..

Fig. S1 D
Dependence of sp
pectral resolution
n and total transm
mission on the
size of spiral spectromeeter. (a) Spectraal correlation wid
dth δλ vs. the
inverse of the outer rad
dius, 1/R0, of thee spiral waveguid
de with (solid
black sq
quares) and witthout (open bluee circles) evanesscent coupling
and moode mixing. In th
he former case δλ scales as 1/R02 (black solid
line), an
nd in the latterr δλ ~ 1/R0 (b
blue dashed linee). (b) Total
transmiission vs. 1/R0 w
with evanescent co
oupling and mod
de mixing. The
error baar is obtained fro
om 50 ensembless of random mod
de mixing. Due
to evan
nescent coupling, the transmission
n decreases with
h increasing R0
and eveentually saturatess to 0.5.

Linea
arity of Speckle
e Intensity
To cheeck the linearityy of the spectraal measuremen
nts, we show
in Fig. 4(b) of the maain text two con
ntinuous specttra that have
me shape but differ by a facctor of 2 in inp
put intensity.
the sam
After sccaling the recovvered spectrum
m from the weaaker input by
a factoor 2, the two sp
pectra overlap, verifying the llinearity. We
also m
measured the sp
peckle pattern from the spiraal waveguide
at a sin
ngle wavelength
h while increasiing the input ligght intensity.
Figure S2 shows the speckle intenssity increases linearly with
put intensity.
the inp

Fig. S2:: Measured specckle intensity off a spiral spectrrometer as a
function
n of the input inttensity at waveleength λ = 1520 n
nm. The spiral
outer raadius is 250 μm, the waveguide w
width is 10 μm, aand the air gap
between
ng spiral arm is 50
0 nm wide.
n the neighborin

Reconstr
truction of Spa
arse Spectrum
We useed the compresssive sensing aalgorithm to reccover sparse
spectraa. The total nu
umber of indep
pendent spectrral channels
that caan be reconstrructed simultaaneously is P, but only H
spectraal channels caarry signals an
nd the other P
P-H channels
have zzero amplitud
de. For such ssparse spectraa, P can be
significcantly larger th
than the numb
ber of spatial channels M
when u
using compresssive sensing, ass shown in Fig. 4(c,d) of the
main teext.
more quantitattive, we analyzzed the numbeer of spectral
To be m
lines th
hat can be reco
onstructed in a finite range off wavelength
by fixxing P and M while grad
dually increasiing H. The
reconsstruction errorr ε is determiined by the d
difference in
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w
wavelength betw
ween the H strrongest lines in
i the recovereed
sp
pectrum and th
hose in the inp
put spectrum. Figure
F
S3 plotss ε
avveraged over 50
0 different specctra that have H discrete lines of
eq
qual height and
d random spacin
ng. We set P = 332, M = 40, an
nd
reeconstructed th
he spectrum using the meeasured transffer
m
matrix of the spiiral spectrometter with 50 nm
m gap. The errorr ε
reemains zero forr H up to 9, theen started grow
wing beyond that.
Th
his analysis gav
ve the maximum
m number of discrete
d
lines th
hat
co
ould be reconstrructed reliably..
Th
he noise level in the measu
urement affectss the number of
sp
pectral lines thaat could be acccurately recoveered. To simulaate
th
he measuremen
nt noise, we ad
dded white noiise to an initiallly
“n
noise-less” specckle pattern th
hat was synth
hesized from th
he
saame transfer matrix
m
used by
y the reconstru
uction algorithm
m.
Th
he SNR is defineed as the ratio of
o the integrateed intensity of th
he
siggnal (without noise)
n
to that of
o the noise. Th
he lines in Fig. S3
S
reepresent the recconstruction errror ε for three different
d
levels of
SN
NR. A higher SN
NR allows moree spectral liness to be recovereed
acccurately. The SNR
S in our meeasurement is about
a
20 dB, an
nd
th
he reconstructio
on error matches the simulatio
on result for SN
NR
= 20 dB.

resoluttion. For the spiral spectrrometer with 0.012 nm
resoluttion, which is close to our experimentallyy measured
resoluttion in Fig. 3((c), a temperaature change o
of 0.16 K is
sufficieent to decorrelaate the specklee pattern by 50
0%. Existing
temperrature controlllers can proviide excellent ttemperature
stabilitty (e.g. Thorlabss TED4015 pro
ovides stability of <0.002 K)
and woould thus proviide sufficient th
hermal control ffor the spiral
spectroometer to opeerate without rrecalibration. A
Alternatively,
the th
hermal stability
ty requiremen
nt could be lo
oosened by
calibraating the speckl
kle patterns at m
multiple tempeeratures and
selectin
ng the transferr matrix for thee current chip ttemperature.
Typicaally the temperature variattion is sloweer than the
spectru
um measuremeent, and the co
omplexity of recconstruction
algorith
hm would not increase, provvided the chip ttemperature
is consstantly monitoreed.

Table SS1. Temperature sensitivity o
of the spiral sp
pectrometer.
The aamount of reefractive indeex change ∆
and the
corresp
ponding temp
perature chan
nge ∆
to ccause 50%
decorreelation of the speckle patterrn are estimateed for three
spiral sspectrometers o
of different wavveguide length and spectral
resoluttion.

Comparisson of On-chip Spectrometerrs
Since oour spiral specctrometer is deesigned to be a completely
on-chip
p, integrated sp
pectrometer, w
we compare its p
performance
to oth
her spectrometters that can o
operate fully o
on-chip and
pplication spacee.
would thus compete ffor the same ap
Figg. S3: The recon
nstruction error ε as a function of the number of
disscrete lines H pre
esent within the 2nm bandwidth
h (P = 332, M = 40).
Th
he solid squares are experimenta
al data averaged
d over 50 differeent
sp
pectra. The lines are simulated re
esults for three different
d
SNR leveels.
Mo
ore discrete liness can be recovered with higher SN
NR.

Temperaturre Sensitivity
To quantitativ
vely estimate th
he temperature sensitivity of th
he
piral spectromeeter, we numerrically simulateed the change of
sp
ou
utput speckle pattern
p
with tem
mperature. Wee assume that th
he
teemperature ch
hange only modifies
m
the reeal part of th
he
reefractive index of the silicon. Therefore,
T
in th
he simulation, we
w
vaary the refractiv
ve index of thee silicon graduaally and calculaate
th
he speckle patteern at a fixed wavelength
w
of 1.5
1 μm. Then we
w
co
ompute the corrrelation of thee speckle patterrn to the origin
nal
on
ne, and estimatte the amount of refractive index change ∆
th
hat causes 50% decorrelation of
o the speckle pattern.
p
From th
he
vaalue of ∆ , we find
f the corresp
ponding change of temperatu
ure
∆ using the theermo-optic coeffficient of Si at T = 295 K and λ =
1.5μm, where dn
n/dT = 1.87E-04
4 [1]. The ∆ caan be taken as an
a
pproximate measure of the tem
mperature senssitivity.
ap
W
We simulated the temperatture sensitivitty for 3 spirral
sp
pectrometers with
w different waveguide
w
lenggth and spectrral
reesolution. As sh
hown in Table S1,
S the spiral with
w finer spectrral
reesolution is mo
ore sensitive to
o the temperatture change. Th
he
teemperature seensitivity scalees linearly wiith the spectrral

Table SS2. Comparison of the footprintt, wavelength reesolution and
bandwiidth of our sp
piral spectrometter to the exissting on-chip
spectroometers.
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